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Mobile, wearable and other connected devices allow people to collect and explore large amounts of data about their own
activities, behavior, and well-being. Yet, learning from-, and acting upon such data remain a challenge. The process of
reflection has been identified as a key component of such learning. However, most tools do not explicitly design for
reflection, carrying an implicit assumption that providing access to self-tracking data is sufficient. In this paper, we
present Reflection Companion, a mobile conversational system that supports engaging reflection on personal sensed data,
specifically physical activity data collected with fitness trackers. Reflection Companion delivers daily adaptive minidialogues and graphs to users’ mobile phones to promote reflection. To generate our system’s mini dialogues, we
conducted a set of workshops with fitness trackers users, producing a diverse corpus of 275 reflection questions
synthesized into a set of 25 reflection mini dialogues. In a 2-week field deployment with 33 active Fitbit users, we
examined our system’s ability to engage users in reflection through dialog. Results suggest that the mini-dialogues were
successful in triggering reflection and that this reflection led to increased motivation, empowerment, and adoption of new
behaviors. As a strong indicator of our system’s value, 16 of the 33 participants elected to continue using the system for
two additional weeks without compensation. We present our findings and describe implications for the design of
technology-supported dialog systems for reflection on data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Advancements in sensing and communication technologies have enabled the introduction of connected
sensing into our everyday lives. Mobile, wearable, and IoT consumer devices allow people to collect and
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Fig. 1. Example of an actual user exchanges with our system’s mini-dialogues on the left. On the right a block diagram of
an example dynamic mini dialogue with: actual user replies, user intents recognized based on free-text replies, and the
system tailored follow-ups. The red boxes represent a path where user reply was not recognized and has been handled by
a “generic” (non-tailored) follow-up.

examine large amounts of data about their activities, behavior, and wellbeing. However, a gap remains
between our ability to collect and visualize data, and our ability to learn from-, and act upon this data in
meaningful ways [55]. A key component for bridging this gap is to facilitate reflection [7, 17, 56]. The value of
engaging users in reflection has been identified as a key element of successful health behavior change [56, 59]
and is an important step in stage-based models of personal informatics [27, 54]. Through the process of
reflection, users can increase their self-knowledge [8], formulate realistic behavior change goals [53], and
increase self-control while promoting positive behaviors [56]. Reflection has been considered an impetus that
moves the individual from examinations of his or her data to action [7].
Despite the importance of reflection, personal informatics models reveal little about how reflection can, or
should be triggered [8]. Consequently technology has struggled to successfully support refection in practice
[29, 68]. As noted in [8] “prior work carries an implicit assumption that by providing access to data that has been
‘prepared, combined, and transformed’ for the purpose of reflection, reflection will occur.” Indeed, one main
means of facilitating reflection in behavior change and personal informatics relies on visualizations of selftracking data, such as Fish’n’Steps [57], UbiFitGarden [22] for physical activity; Affect Aura [60] for affective
states and LifelogExplorer [47] for stress. The other approach relies on journaling [65], such as SleepTight [17]
for sleep and Affective Diary [58] for manual journaling of emotions. Both of these approaches assume that
reflection will occur naturally when data is presented. However, reflection is time consuming and not
necessarily something that comes naturally to people [29]. In many cases people need a reason to reflect or at
least an encouragement to do so [36, 62]. Results from our exploratory workshop with 12 active Fitbit users
further corroborate these findings, revealing that such users engage in none or very limited reflection. Also,
with existing tools, they find it boring, repetitive, and sometimes even demotivating. How should systems
facilitate reflection on self-tracked data? Further, can a conversational system support reflection that is
engaging rather than burdensome?
Based on the domain of personal counseling, supporting reflection through conversation seems like a
promising approach. Several personal counseling techniques, such as motivational interviewing [74] and
commercial behavior change programs (e.g., Weight Watchers [40]) rely on engaging and insightful
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conversations with the goal of triggering reflection on one’s own activity. Personal coaches “repeatedly ask
questions to get at hidden motivations” and that asking reflection questions can help people understand and
articulate their underlying needs and goals [53]. Such conversations can elicit contemplative [41] and
metacognitive [28] thinking, encouraging people to think about the needs and wants beyond their first
answers that come to mind.
In this work, we explore the feasibility of using conversational mini-dialogues for triggering reflection on
physical activity data. We are motivated by the fact that despite the popularity of commercial fitness tracking
tools such as Fitbit and Garmin, many of these tools do not currently explicitly support reflection [17]. Thus,
to explore how reflection might be integrated into these tools, we designed and deployed a conversational
system (see Figure 1) that delivers reflection prompts on 3 levels based on learning theory: Noticing,
Understanding, and Future Actions [62]. Our system delivers daily adaptive mini-dialogues along with graphs
of the user’s data over MMS to the user’s mobile device. To generate the system’s mini-dialogue flows, we
conducted a series of workshops with 12 active Fitbit users. From these workshops, a set of 275 prompts were
generated and later synthesized to form 25 mini-dialogues used by our system.
Using a 2-week long field study in which 33 Fitbit users received one mini-dialogue a day, we demonstrate
that our system is able to successfully trigger engaging reflection that in turn can lead to an increase in
mindfulness, motivation, adoption of new behaviors around physical activity, and empowerment through
increased understanding of barriers and formulation of concrete action plans. Further, we identify how
different aspects of our conversation design deepen reflection by making it more actionable, personal, and
accountable. We show that follow-up prompts are most useful when they dynamically build upon user
responses. As a strong indication of success in creating an engaging and valuable system, 16 of the 33
participants elected to continue using the system for two additional weeks without compensation.
This work makes the following contributions: 1) We adopt a structured reflection model to inform the
design of conversational mini-dialogues for proactively supporting user learning from physical activity data
collected by wearable trackers; 2) We present a mobile conversational system demonstrating that our
approach is feasible, beneficial, and appreciated by the users; and 3) We describe a participatory process of
generating diverse mini-dialogues and offer design insights that can inform future design in conversational
reflection.

2 RELATED WORK
The abundance of wearable sensors, mobile and IoT devices, as well as other types of UbiComp technologies
together with connected cloud platforms enable collection and storage of copious amounts of data [31, 50].
This data can be related to the personal physical activity [35], stress monitoring [48, 49], urban spaces [30],
all the way to energy conservation [25]. All of this data, however, becomes truly useful only when it facilitates
learning for the purpose of increasing awareness of one’s own behavior or the environment [15], making
better future decisions [26], or supporting increased understanding [19]. One of the key ways of supporting
self-learning from such data collected by UbiComp technologies is through the process of reflection [55].
In fact, a stage-based model of personal informatics states that “collection and reflection are the core aspects
of every personal informatics system” [54]. Yet, a gap exists in understanding how the process of reflection can
be supported through technology [73]. Indeed, designing for reflection is still in its infancy [7, 29]. As a result,
much HCI research that attempts to inform design for reflection is based on structured reflection models from
learning theory where such models and theories are more mature [29]. Thus far, such works have shown how
learning models can be adapted to HCI for analyzing reflection [29], reviewing it [8], or designing for it on a
conceptual level [68]. Critically, little work has been done in supporting structured reflection in deployed
behavior-change systems. Our work aims to fill this gap.

2.1 Structured Reflection Models
A number of theoretical works on reflection have been developed in learning sciences. Some of them focus on
exploring the nature of reflection itself [13] or the place of reflection in different professions [62, 69] without
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Fig. 2. Reflection depicted as a process with stages of levels synthesized based on multiple structured reflection models.

necessarily focusing specifically on how reflection could be triggered. Nevertheless, a number of works
discuss the right environment and conditions for reflection [36]. As discussed in [62], reflection takes time and
therefore creating and allowing time for reflection is essential. On top of that, reflection is seen by many as a
developmental process that can be supported to help people become more reflective over time [36, 62, 80].
When the purpose of reflection is more formal, such as in the case of learning from one’s physical activity
patterns, structured support or guidance around reflection is of particular value [29]. In such applications,
structured reflection models provide insights for designing reflection-centered interactions and offer support
for how reflection can be supported to evolve with time [29]. Such models see reflection as a process with
stages or levels. Kolb’s learning cycle defines 4 stages [51], Gibb’s reflective cycle proposes 6 stages [34], and
both Moon’s levels of learning [62] and Bain’s 5Rs framework [5] suggest 5 stages (or levels) of reflection.
Fleck and Fitzpatrick have proposed an adaptation of these models to HCI, defining 5 levels of reflection [29].
These models, however, were developed to analyze reflection post factum and may be too fine-grained for
direct use in design. Conveniently, Atkins and Murphy [4] in their review of literature on reflection, identified
three commonly-shared stages: awareness of uncomfortable feeling and thought, critical analysis, and
development of new perspective. Our approach aligns with the three stages from Atkins and Murphy, renaming
them for simplicity into: Noticing, Understanding, and Future actions (Figure 2).
Stage 1 – Noticing This stage focuses on building awareness of events and behavior patterns, but without
an explicit attempt at explaining or understanding reasons. The stage is aligned with Fleck and
Fitzpatrick’s revisiting and reflective description levels where description of an event is provided without
further elaboration, explanation, or interpretation.
Stage 2 – Understanding This stage focuses on analysis of the situation from different perspectives,
formulating explanations and observations about the reasons for the things noticed. The stage is aligned
with Fleck and Fitzpatrick’s dialogic reflection level where cycles of interpreting and questioning as well
consideration of different explanations, hypotheses, and viewpoints are taking place.
Stage 3 – Future Action In this stage, Understanding leads to development of a new perspective, learning
a lesson, or gaining new insights for the future. In terms of Fleck and Fitzpatrick’s levels, this step aligns
with levels of transformative reflection and critical reflection where past events are revisited with intent
to re-organize them and do something differently in the future. Personal assumptions are challenged,
leading to change in practice and understanding. Here also wider implications of actions are taken into
consideration.

2.2 Conversational Approach towards Reflection
As pointed out in [8], many current approaches in personal informatics support reflection as an activity of
“looking at lists of collected personal information or exploring or interacting with information visualization”. Not
until very recently, have researchers started to even study the reflection questions users themselves may have
when exploring their personal data [19]. Yet human coaches of behavior change take much more active
approaches, asking reflective questions that can help people articulate their underlying needs and goals and
increase their motivation [53]. In one example, people who were asked to think about why they eat snacks
before making a choice were more likely to choose healthy options [32]. In fact, research has shown that
asking people their reasons for doing an activity triggers underlying motivations and leads to focus on higherProc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 2, No. 2, Article 70. Publication date: June 2018.
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level goals [14, 76]. Specifically asking ‘why’ questions twice has been shown to be effective [29] as well as
asking people to take more time to think about the question and to write longer answers [32].
The paradigm of computers as social actors [63] argues that people will apply social rules to a computer.
This suggests that successful human counseling techniques might also work effectively in computer based
delivery. Indeed an accumulated body of research has demonstrated the efficacy of human-counselinginspired computer-based interventions [9, 44]. In fact some research suggests that in computer-based
counseling services, without dialogues, people may be less inclined to comply and may provide only
superficial answers to questions [53]. Consequently, in virtual-agent-related research, it has been a goal to
construct an engaging, long-term relationship with the user [12].
A comprehensive review by Bickmore and Giorgino on work in health education and behavior change
dialogue systems [10] has revealed application domain spanning exercise, diet, smoking cessation promotion,
medication adherence, and chronic disease management education and promotions. Most common approaches
relied on building prescriptive and persuasive dialogues that would tell the user what to do rather than guide
the user to reflect and explore their own goals and motivations [1]. Reflection was not the main focus, and
when used related to reflective listening from motivational interviewing, where the approach for reflection is
to provide a “tell me more” prompt or simply restate what the user said [64]. While such approach may work
for one-time interactions, it quickly becomes repetitive and boring in long-term repeated interactions [12].
Indeed, most of the approaches are not designed for long-term repeated interaction with one user, but rather
one-time interactions with many different users. Revisiting such dialogue again provides the same fixed
interaction. This could be a problem in personal informatics when new data is collected daily and frequent,
but short, reflective sessions could be appropriate. In fact, in the FitTrack study [12], several subjects
mentioned that repetitiveness in the system’s dialog content was responsible for their losing motivation to
continue working with the system and following recommendations. In general although counseling
interventions delivered by computer have been found effective, high drop-out rates due to low user
engagement during interaction limit their long-term adoption and potential impact [66].
Reflection in personal informatics offers a unique challenge for computer-based dialogue systems as it
relies on open user responses, is relatively frequent and requires novel perspectives to engage users each time
over long-term [45]. Nevertheless, despite recent advances in ML/NLP techniques, designing a feasible
conversational system that can handle the freedom of user expression needed for the purpose of reflection and
engage users for a long-term needed for reflection to occur is still a challenging problem [11]. Aspects of
properly handling unexpected user responses and potential misrecognitions are challenging [70], but might
potentially be mitigated by appropriate design.

3 WORKSHOPS FOR DESIGNING REFLECTION QUESTIONS
A critical component of a conversational system for reflection is the questions that solicit reflection from the
users. In this work, we employed a workshop-based approach to develop these reflection prompts. Working
with 12 existing users of activity trackers, the workshop approach helped generated a diverse set of reflection
prompts. It also enabled us to understand current (limited) reflection practices, and offered valuable insights
on how to design the conversational system.

3.1 Procedure
We recruited participants through social media posts and mailing lists. Prior to the workshop, participants
were asked to share their daily, weekly, and long-term behavior change goals, as well as take screenshots of
their self-tracking data from the previous 2 weeks, including measures of steps, calories, distance traveled,
floors, resting heart rate, and sleep, if available.
We started each session with a semi-structured discussion around reflection, in which we asked 5
questions: 1) What reflection on behavior change have you engaged in? 2) What is the goal of reflection for
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Table 1. Examples of reflective questions generated during the workshop sessions. Questions are grouped by the main
prompted categories (rows) and categories identified in through affinity diagramming (columns). Only the 6 most
frequent categories are shown. The five white cells represent intersections for which the workshop participants generated
no questions. For creating diverse and novel questions, we suggested questions for these intersections ourselves.
General/
Context
(n=27)

Goals
(n=50)

Tracking
(n=29)

Observations/
Patterns
(n=69)

Motivations
(n=20)

Plans/
Scheduling
(n=24)

Noticing
(n=76)

What are you
doing to be
more active?

How many
days did you
meet your
goals?

Which days do
you walk more?

Understanding
(n=116)

What are the
top 3 reasons
you’re
stationary?

Why do you
only hit your
goal on
certain days?

How many
days did you
wear your
tracker this
week?
What actions
lead you to
logging your
food?

Did you notice
any especially
motivating
moments this
week?
Why were you
sometimes
unmotivated this
week?

What were the
discrepancies
between your plans
and your actual
activities?
Why did you skip
some part of your
plan this week?

Future Actions
(n=83)

What events
could affect
your activity
next week?

Should you
reevaluate
your future
goals?

What other
metrics do
you want to
track?

How can you
encourage
yourself to
exercise
regularly?

How can you set
yourself up to have
a day similar to
successful days
before?

What happened
during
peaks/low
points during
your week?
How can you
avoid low
activity days
next week?

you? 3) How often/when do you usually reflect? 4) Where do you access your self-tracking data? 5) What are
the main challenges in reflecting for you? For each question, participants wrote their responses on post-its,
shared each response with the group, and provided clarification when needed. Each session lasted an hour on
average. After the discussion, each participant was given a paper form with instructions to write at least two
reflective questions for each of the 3 reflective categories of Noticing, Understanding, and Future Actions. This
was repeated 3 times, with different source material in order to trigger diverse questions at different levels of
specificity:
1. Participant’s own behavior change goals
2. Participant’s goals + data screenshots
3. Someone else’s goals + data screenshots

3.2 Participants
We held 4 workshops with 12 participants (8 female, 4 male), with an average age of 27.3 (SD=2.9). Three were
undergraduate students, 6 graduate students, 3 working as developers and one as a fitness coach. Seven of the
participants used Fitbit exclusively, 3 in combination with other tools and 2 used other apps exclusively.

3.3 Reflection Question Generation
The primary goal of the workshops was to generate a set of reflective questions that could be used by a
system to trigger reflection. Workshop participants generated a total of 275 questions in 3 categories we
prompted for: Noticing (n=76), Understanding (n=116) and Future actions (n=83). Following the generation,
we found the questions within one category were not all the same and, in fact, could be further categorized to
separate similar and dissimilar question. We decided to perform this categorization to be able to later select
the most diverse representatives for each discovered category. To do that, we performed affinity diagramming
among 3 researchers to categorize the questions. The most frequent categories are presented in Table 1. These
categories represented different specific aspects of behavior change the participant reflected on.

3.4 Insights from Workshop Participants
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3.4.1 Current Reflection is Limited and Notice Centric. 7 of 12 participants engaged in reflection on
behavior change by mostly reviewing past data and trying to gain self-awareness: “Comparing / scrolling back”
(P7), “Mindfulness about behaviors we don't usually put much thought into” (P6). Few also reflected to check if
they were meeting their goals: “Am I meeting my goal?” (P4), or to gain motivation and a sense of
achievement: “Get additional motivation”(P1), “See my own achievement” (P10). In terms of frequency, 7
participants indicated they reflect on their data on a daily basis, but mostly on data from the current day only:
“Focus on data at the moment, from current day at most” (P2). Further, 4 reflected only before or after a specific
event: “After a big workout day, to enjoy achievement” (P7).
When asked about the ultimate goal of their reflection, 6 considered it to be to provide motivation and to
push towards goal achievement: “Go out to reach daily goal - walk (push towards doing things)” (P2). Further, 4
considered it to be a self-checking mechanism or a way to gain mental satisfaction: “Looking at steps helps my
self-image when I know I am active” (P6). Three considered the goal to be learning connections between actions
and outcomes and only 1 considered increased awareness to be a goal on its own.
3.4.2 Reflection is Boring, Repetitive and Easy to Forget. 3 of the participants considered reflection to be a
boring and repetitive activity: “A little repetitive” (P4), “I get bored with the same goals and stop using the
device” (P1). Further, three participants indicated that sometimes they simply forget to look at their data or
even to wear their device and would appreciate having engaging triggers that help them reflect: “Having
triggers to reflect in an engaging way” (P3), “trigger to think about my data in useful moments” (P9).
Five participants indicated that the metrics provided by fitness trackers do not necessarily help them
understand the impact of activities or decide what to do next: “Need more useful metric than steps/calories” (P3).
“Not necessarily clear what to do with it” (P7). Eight participants suggested the need for better uses of tracked
data, including encouraging relevant and insightful comparisons: “Use comparative analysis for
recommendations to set targets” (P2), and helping to discover trends and to understand their data better: “make
me understand my data better, specifically what actions work” (P1). Seven participants indicated interest in
receiving suggestions on what to pay attention to, which activities to try, and generally gaining a new
perspective on their data: “getting different perspective, looking at the data in a new way” (P4)
3.4.3 Self-tracking Data can be Demotivating. A number of participants also reported that they sometimes
purposefully avoid looking at their data, and that further reflection can be demotivating: “I sometimes avoid it
because I am worried about what I will see in the data” (P10), “Apps Data motivates or demotivates to achieve
goal” (P2).
3.4.4 Interaction Platform. Mobile phones is the way to go. Regarding the platform of choice for interacting
with their self-tracking data, every participant used their mobile phone: ”Access phone/app data 3-4x daily”
(P8), “Mobile app for daily checking (everyday at the end)” (P2). Eight participants used it exclusively: “Phone
only, either at the moment or retroactively” (P9). Participants would use their mobile phone throughout the day
and also look at their data at the end of it. Three participants in addition to their mobile used the display
directly on their tracker to do a quick check on their status/progress at the moment: “Check device in a hurry”
(P8), “Watch: real-time checking - see the daily progress” (P10). Finally, only 1 participant accessed the Fitbit web
portal on a laptop/desktop computer: “Web portal for comparative analysis (once a week)” (P2).

4 REFLECTION COMPANION: A CONVERSATIONAL SYSTEM FOR REFLECTION
Based on the outcomes of the workshops, we set out to design a system with the following three goals: 1)
Guide users towards deeper reflection on physical activity through progressing dialogues, 2) Provide
engaging, novel and diverse conversations around reflection, and 3) Allow users to interact with our system
on their personal mobile devices.
We designed a system, Reflection Companion that engages users through reflection prompts. Reflection
Companion uses SMS/MMS for the conversational exchanges. This allowed reaching users regardless of their
choice of mobile OS. Reflection Companion initiates a short conversational exchange with an opening
question sent once a day at random time within a time range specified by the user. At the enrollment, users
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Natural Language
Understanding API

Twilio API – SMS/
MMS on mobile

-

Reﬂec%on Companion
(PHP server)
Dialogue management
User profile and data
Graph generation

Reflection Companion
UI
(SMS/MMS)

Fitbit API - User
ac%vity data

Activity tracker

Fig. 3. Overview of the Reflection Companion software components and interaction between them. Twillio API is used to
communicate with users mobile phone through SMS/MMS. Fitbit API is queried for user activity data to generate activity
graphs. LUIS API offers automated recognition of free-text user responses.

also share their personal daily, weekly and long-term activity goals that are later presented together with a
number of mini-dialogues. We implemented our system as a PHP server using a Twilio API for managing the
SMS/MMS exchanges (Figure 3). To generate graphs for users’ physical activity, we used FitBit API to
download latest synchronized user data periodically throughout the day. This required users to grant access to
their Fitbit accounts at the beginning of the study (Figure 4). To make the reflection conversation engaging
and to encourage a deeper level of reflection, we employed three strategies: the use of a two-step minidialogues structure, everyday short reflection sessions, and personalization.

4.1 Guiding Towards Deeper Reflection through Mini-Dialogues
To support deeper reflection, we used a question-follow-up question design, or what we will refer to as a
mini-dialogues design. Moon suggested the possible use of reflection questions to explicitly guide or structure
reflection, further suggesting making use of dialog and discussion [62]. Furthermore, authors in [29]
suggested that broad reflection questions could be used to direct thought to the general subject matter, while
specific questions could help bring attention to the process of what you are doing in order to learn from it. As
an example, authors in [33] prompted students in interactive learning environment to think about what they
are doing, provide justifications or explanations for knowledge, actions or events. Based on these indications,
our mini-dialogues also have an opportunity to direct the reflection towards deeper levels by bringing users’
attention to different aspects of the reflection process. To our knowledge, no technology-based dialogue has
been explicitly designed with a purpose of guiding users to a deeper level of reflection on physical activity
based on structured reflection models.
To build such mini-dialogues, we created follow-up questions to most of the initial reflection prompts. We
followed the progression of the reflection process: questions about awareness would be followed by questions
about understanding, whereas questions about understanding would be followed by questions about future
actions. In contrast to the initial question where one reminder is sent if the user has not responded within 30
minutes, to minimize interruptions, no reminder is sent after the follow-up question if the user chooses not to
respond. 23 out of 25 mini-dialogues feature a follow-up question. The follow-up is asked only after the user
provides a response to the initial question. Ten of these have the same follow-up question regardless of what
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Fig. 4. The interaction on user’s mobile phone required for giving the Reflection Companion approval to access Fitbit data.

the user writes in their initial response. However, the remaining 13 mini-dialogues feature a dynamically
tailored follow-up question (see dialogues 1 and 3 in Table 2). In such dialogues, a different follow-up question
is delivered depending on the user’s initial response. The tailored follow-ups are designed in such a way as to
build up on user initial response and encourage deeper level of reflection on the shared information, e.g. if
initial question asked: “What are some of the ways that your work has impacted your physical activity this
week?” and user replied with “Work impacted my exercise because I sit at a desk most of the day”, then the
follow-up question would be “What could you do to prevent your work from impacting your physical activity?”
On the other hand, if user replied to the same question with: “I walked a lot this week at work because we
were changing offices” then the follow-up would be: “How could you set up your work to help you be more
active in the future?” In this example the mini-dialogue is trying to guide the user from understanding how
the work impacted her activities, to future actions that can help with being more active. This is following the
progression suggested by structured reflection models depicted in Figure 2.
Figure 1 shows two examples of the system in action as well as a block diagram of a mini-dialogue
structure. As most of the questions from the workshops were formulated with a specific focus on the
particular workshop participant they were addressed to (e.g., “Why do you walk significantly less on Saturdays
(and weekends) in general?”), our first step was to make these questions more general (e.g., “Why do you walk
less on some days?”). To explicitly support the process of reflection described in past work, we balanced the set
of questions focused on noticing, understanding and future actions. To increase the diversity of our dialogues,
we selected questions to maximize the number of unique aspects (categories) they belonged to.
As users can provide free-text responses, tailoring the follow-up was based on Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) model we trained using the online Language Understanding Intelligent Service (LUIS)
1
[81] . Microsoft’s online LUIS platform is accessible through REST calls and therefore can be easily linked to
any application. We used intent-models to convert the free-text in user response into a machine-readable
meaning representation [77,79]. In personal assistant dialog systems, intent-models are classifiers that identify
the category of user reply, e.g. “add meeting to calendar” or “play a song” [82]. Intent models as supervised
classifiers require examples of user utterances to be trained on [82]. In the process of training appropriate
intent models for our mini-dialogues, we first examined the opening question for a particular mini-dialogue,
e.g. “What are some of the ways that your work has impacted your physical activity this week?” Given such
question, we brainstormed possible classes of responses (intents) users could provide. In this case we decided
1

https://www.luis.ai/
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Table 2. Three sample mini-dialogues used in our system. Reflection-level progression describes the matching of the initial
and follow-up questions to the intended reflection levels. For the User-Response intent, the free-text user response is
categories using NLU techniques.
#

Reflection-level
progression

1

Noticing →
Understanding

2

3

Mini-Dialogue
features
Data Graph
Goal reference
Tailored follow-up

Understanding →
Future Actions

Static follow-up

Future Actions →
Understanding

Data Graph
Tailored follow-up

Initial question

Referring to your goal
of [goal]. How many
days did you meet that
goal?

Why is physical activity
important for you?

Take a look at your
graph. Do you think
you can be more
active?

User response
intent

Follow-up question

Goal met

What did you do on days when
you met that daily goal?

Goal not
met

Why didn’t you meet your goal
on any day?

Other

Why did you set such a goal
for yourself?

Any

What steps can you take to be
more active?

Yes I can

What small changes (daily
repeatable) can you make to be
more active?

No I
can’t

What barriers prevent you
from being more active?

Other

Do you want to be more
physically active?

that possible intents are: “Positive impact”, “Negative impact”, and “No impact”. Naturally, the exact way users
can express the negative impact of work on physical activity can be vastly different and diverse examples
need to be provided for properly training the intent classifier [81]. For that reason, we created various reply
examples, such as: “I sit at the desk or in meetings so that impacts movement”, “I had a deadline and I couldn’t go
to the gym”, “It had bad impact”, “For example on Tuesday I had very few steps, because I stayed in the office till
late”.
In order to better cover the diversity of possible real-life user responses, we also interacted with the
dialogues on a daily basis for around 2-3 weeks among 4 researchers involved in the project. This training and
fine-tuning during the development of the Reflection Companion, sometimes also resulted in addition of new
intents. For example, for the described mini-dialogue, we did not initially think that “Positive impact” could be
an intent and we added it as a result of internal testing. For this particular dialogue we generated 61 different
examples of “Negative impact” responses, 58 examples of “No impact” and 38 examples of “Positive impact”
responses. In general we created between 30-80 example responses for each intent to be recognized in each
mini-dialogue. LUIS provides an interactive learning environment, where the new examples can be entered
and used for retraining the existing intent models. In the training phase, 100% of the provided examples were
recognized correctly for each mini-dialogue.
There is, however, always a possibility that users provide a response that we did not anticipate. Specifically
a response that represents completely different intent than the ones we designed our system for. For that
reason, we created an explicit “Other” intent for each dialogue that captured all user responses that didn’t
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match any other intent (see Figure 1 and Table 2). To train such intent we used a set 100+ various random
sentences taken from Wikipedia, Google search results, and random articles, or were self-generated.

4.2 Everyday Reflection Session
An important aspect in the design of our system was the frequency of prompting users to engage in reflective
conversations. Too frequent requests for reflection can potentially make the topics to reflect on repetitive and
can lead to boredom or frustration given similar activity data and finite diversity of our mini-dialogues [46].
On the other hand, too infrequent reflection can cause people to forget previous revelations, preventing them
from building up on past observations and disrupting support for reflection as a process [73].
Human-provided counseling sessions happen infrequently, no more than once or twice a week [74], similar
to the frequency of meetings observed in programs such as Weight Watchers [40]. These sessions are,
however, much deeper and more extensive than what our Reflection Companion can currently support. Our
mini-dialogues are designed to provide brief moments of reflection, rather than support full motivational
interviewing sessions. Given indications from past work that users of mobile activity trackers frequently
engage in short awareness interaction sessions with their data within one day [35], along further feedback
from our workshops, where active tracker users indicated checking their data on their mobile phone at least
once a day, we decided to prompt users daily.

4.3 Providing Personally Relevant and Diverse Conversations around Reflection
To make the reflection dialogues engaging, we personalized the experience by introducing questions that
referenced users’ own behavior change goals using an introductory phrase such as: “Hi Jake, you listed as one of
your goals: ‘taking regular breaks daily’… ” after which a reflection question would be presented (see #1 in
Table 2). The introductory phrases changed each time to provide for a more natural experience. 5 minidialogues referenced users’ behavior change goals. These mini-dialogues were template based and
automatically used the user reported daily, weekly or long-term goal. Each dialogue also addressed users by
name and employed a friendly conversational tone following indications from [46].
Furthermore, in order to make the reflection focused and personally relevant, 17 mini-dialogues were
delivered with a graph showing user’s physical activity metrics (15 plotting steps, one calories burned and one
sleep). 14 of these graphs showed a week worth of data, 3 showed a comparison of two weeks of steps (see
Figure 2). The ones used in the core 2 weeks of study showed only steps data (see Figure 1). To provide an
explicit link between the data shown in the graph and the reflection questions, such mini-dialogues would
open with phrase such as: “Hi Kate, please take a look at your graph…”. Such introductory phrases again varied
each time to provide a more natural experience.
Finally, to diversify the dialogues and to keep users engaged for longer and avoid boredom following
indications from [46], we made the dialogues different in terms of the behavior change aspect they addressed.
Following the categorization from our workshop presented in Table 1, 8 dialogues were related to
observations/patterns, 6 to goals, 4 to plans/schedule, 3 to tracking and general/context, and 1 to motivations.
We also diversified them in terms of the starting reflection level - 11 started with noticing, 8 with
understanding, and 6 with future actions - and question format - 15 were closed questions and 10 were open
questions. This is on top of delivering some of the mini-dialogues with associated activity graphs.

5 FIELD DEPLOYMENT
To evaluate Reflection Companion’s performance, conversational design choices, and the ability to trigger
reflection and encourage participation, we conducted a 2-week field study approved by our university’s
Institutional Review Board.

5.1 Method
At the start of the study, participants provided our system with access to their Fitbit data. Participants
completed a survey, in which they shared their daily, weekly, and long-term behavior change goals and
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indicated the time frame during which they would like to receive the reflection mini-dialogues. They then
completed a set of scales related to awareness, mindfulness and reflection (detailed in the Measures section),
followed by demographics. During the study, participants received one mini-dialogue per day over the course
of 2 weeks, delivered to their mobile phones via SMS/MMS. At the end of the 2 weeks, participants completed
a post-study survey, responding again to the same scales. Participants also indicated willingness to take part
in a phone interview. Finally, participants were allowed to choose to use the system for 2 more weeks without
additional compensation (we clarified that their decision would not affect their payment).

5.2 Measures
First, to assess the performance of NLU intent-classifiers used in our system to recognize free-text user
responses and match appropriate follow-up questions we looked at the accuracy measure [75]. Furthermore,
to assess the success of our design strategy of dealing with user responses that can’t be automatically
recognized and prevent conversation breakdowns, we qualitatively coded the quality of the dialogue
exchanges (Cronbach’s alpha, α=0.82 for two independent coders).
Furthermore, to assess the impact and success of Reflection Companion, we looked at measures of
engagement. We looked especially at participants’ willingness to use the system for additional 2 weeks
without compensation as a practical measure of the success of the design of Reflection Companion. Prior work
indicates that continuous engagement intention is strongly related to perceived value and satisfaction with
the system [43]. Other measures of engagement involved analysis of participant’s responses to mini-dialogues
and any changes in the self-reported scales. We then examine participants’ attitudes and descriptions that
emerged from the interviews.
Participant interactions with the system were logged and analyzed. This includes the number of dialogues
responded to, the time until a response was made (and whether a reminder was used), as well as the length
and content of responses. These measures along with continued participation were used to assess engagement
with the system. Participants’ daily steps were recorded from their Fitbit data, as well as steps they took the
week before the study. We also asked participants to complete a set of scales before and after the study. These
included a scale of health awareness adapted for physical activity using a 9-item questionnaire from [39], level
of reflection around self-tracking using an adaptation of Kember’s 12-item questionnaire with 4 constructs of
habitual action, understanding, reflection, and critical reflection, from [42] and general mindfulness using a
13-item questionnaire from [78]. Changes in pre- and post- scale ratings were analyzed using paired t-tests.
To gain a deeper understanding of participants’ interaction with the system, user replies to mini-dialogues
over two weeks were analyzed and categorized. On top of that, the semi-structured interviews were
conducted following the study. Each interview lasted 40 minutes on average and was audio-recorded. The
interviews explored the following aspects: 1) general experience with a system, 2) things learned about
behavior and tracking, 3) experience of reflection, 4) perception of mini-dialogues, 5) value of every-day
questions, 6) feeling of engagement, 7) impact on behavior change goals, 8) impact on motivation/self-efficacy,
and 9) reasons for continuing/not-continuing for 2 additional weeks. Interviews were first transcribed and
quotes related to each of the categories covered in the interview were extracted following a closed, selective
coding approach. Quotes were then regrouped by iteratively subdividing or combining across the initial
categories to reveal a set of stable underlying themes. This process required several iterations and followed a
general procedure for analysis of qualitative data described in [52].

5.3 Participants
Participants were recruited through social media (17 fitness related Facebook groups, 30 fitness Twitter tags
and Reddit) as well as mailing lists and physical flyers. Participants were U.S. based, used Fitbit for at least 2
week, willing to provide access to their Fitbit data, and willing to receive up to 4 SMS/MMS messages per day
on their mobile phone for a period of 2 weeks.
Participants were rewarded $30 for the study and an additional $20 for the interview. A total of 33 active
Fitbit users participated in our study (29 female, 4 male) between ages of 21 and 60 (M=36.5, SD=11.2). 55%
reported having a college degree or being enrolled in college, and a further 27% indicated having a graduate
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Fig. 5. Response rates to initial and follow-up questions as well as average response length in characters for 14 days of
core study.

degree. Participants logged 10,133 steps per day on average (SD=6,521, range: 1768 - 36757) during the week
before the study. Five participants logged fewer than 5k and 13 more than 10k steps per day. Furthermore, our
participants rated themselves highly on scale of awareness (M=5.63, SD=0.93). While this is a positive
characteristic of our participants, it also implies that finding increases in this scale is unlikely - a known
outcome or limitation of bounded scales (numerically, participants who rate themselves 7 have no room to
improve). 19 of the 33 participants were interviewed after the study.

6 RESULTS
6.1 Engagement with the Reflection Companion
We examined how participants used the system, focusing on the two weeks completed by all participants.
During this time, our system sent a total of 462 prompts and 429 follow-ups, receiving 829 responses from
participants. Participants responded to 96% of all initial questions and to 90% of the follow-up questions.
While 11 participants responded to all questions, the lowest rate for participant responses to initial and
follow-up were 23% and 64%, respectively. Overall response rate stayed fairly consistent, indicating generally
high engagement throughout the study. However, Figure 5 shows a decline in the length of response as the
study progressed, decreasing from an average of 170.1 characters in the first week (SD=31.8) to 138.1
characters in the second week (SD=17.0). Participants took 50 minutes on average to respond to the first
question and 13 minutes to respond to the follow-up. Reminders were sent in 39% of cases.
One highly encouraging indicator of our system’s viability for ongoing use is the large number of
participants who elected to continue to use the system beyond the study’s 2-week period. In fact, 16 out of the
33 participants elected to continue using the system for 2 additional weeks without reward. Furthermore,
these participants continued to engage with the system at a high rate, responding to 83% of the initial
questions and 76% of the follow-up questions during the additional 2 weeks. Average response length during
the additional 2 weeks was 98.4 characters (SD=74.9). While the system serves, in part, as a reminder, the
sustained high engagement suggests that participants found additional value in the system’s use for triggering
reflection. We now turn to participants’ own description of their experiences using the system.

6.2

System Performance

Our system relied on the underlying NLU classification models to categorize free-text user responses into
specific intents (categorizes of user replies) for a subset of mini-dialogues as described in our system design
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section. For the 224 replies logged for these dialogues in the core two weeks of the study, more than 72% have
been automatically matched with a known intent and resulted in presentation of a tailored follow-up.
We further qualitatively coded the quality of the follow-up question into: Good match - follow-up question
provided a good continuation of the dialogue, Acceptable match – follow-up question only partially build-up
on user question or required users to repeat some of the initial response, and Poor match – follow-up question
made no sense in the context of user reply We found that, when the system was able to automatically
recognize user intent, 95% of the presented follow-up questions would be a good (69%) or acceptable match
(23%). This means that the system made very few “hard” mistakes, such as recognizing that the user expressed
a negative impact of work on physical activity, where in fact user described a positive impact.
For the 62 (22.68%) cases where the system was not able to recognize any intent from user response and for
which a non-tailored follow-up was presented, 92% of the presented follow-ups offered a good (58%) or
acceptable match (34%), with only 8% of “hard” mistakes.
Not all the dialogues exhibited the same challenge for automated classification. The mean accuracy (a ratio
of correctly classified responses to the total number of responses) was 0.69 (SD=0.17). We found that the 2
dialogues with lowest level of recognition accuracy were the ones opening with “Do your friends exercise more
than you do?” with accuracy of 42%, followed by dialogue opening with “What are some of the ways that your
work has impacted your physical activity this week?” with accuracy of 53%. Examining the responses revealed
that the main reason for misclassification were often ambiguous replies, e.g. for the first question: “Some do
and some don’t. I’d guess only 30% exercise more than me.” or for the second question: “I definitely get more steps
on days I commute on public transit. The other days I work from home.” These issues could possibly be mitigated
by explicitly designing an intent that models such mixed responses, or by providing additional measure of
ambiguity or conflicting information in the user response.

6.3 Impact on Participant’s Reflection
6.3.1 Analysis of Reflection in Responses to Mini-Dialogues. In our analysis of user responses to the
reflective mini-dialogues, we found that the dialogues were in fact successful in supporting discussions
around awareness related to goal accomplishment, self-tracking data, and trends in behavior: “I like to be
active on the weekend and it catches up to me on Mondays so I take it easy, then it’s back to working out on
Tuesdays and Wed.” Mini-dialogues also appear to have helped participants to better understand their
behaviors. They were able to draw connections between the step count and their context, such as weather and
external events: “The weather helped! Also circumstances -- I had meetings and events that I needed to walk to.”
And relate physical activity to mental states and lifestyle routines: “I’ve been really stressed at work lately,
which has made me less active, since I need to finish projects.”
Additionally, participants reflected on multiple higher-level aspects such as the value of physical activity,
the meaning of a healthy lifestyle and the value of comparing oneself to others: “My best friend is a doctor and
has 3 kids and exercises way more than I do. (…) So sometimes I feel lazy when I compare myself to a friend, but
most of the time I realize this is my life and comparing myself to someone else is not a mentally healthy practice,
so I give myself grace.” They often reflected upon things that worked for them: “Jogging helps me towards the
goal of jogging a half marathon. Writing out my training plan on a calendar has been helpful.” and also about
what they could possibly change: “Short runs before or after work. I enjoy running but I don’t often make the
time anymore. Standing at my desk more. Taking breaks not just at lunch. Getting a dog.”
Aside from reflection, the dialogues provided additional benefits. For example, the prompts enabled users
to vent: “Annoyed that some of them are thin without even putting in that much effort. Sometimes annoyed
that I can try so hard for less rewards”. The mini-dialogues often served as reminders: “Today is my first day
back at work so I have not done it yet - will do it if I go to a diff floor”.
6.3.2 Pre and Post Quantitative Measures. Looking at the self-reported ratings in Table 3, we find a
significant difference in Habitual Action (HA) for pre (M=3.16, SD=1.06) to post (M=3.53, SD=0.89) study
measurements; t32=-2.0386, p<0.05. We also find a weakly significant increase in Understanding (U) from pre
(M=3.60, SD=0.98) to post (M=3.92, SD=0.84); t32=-1.8994, p=0.07. Other differences were not significant.
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Table 3. Summary of pre- and post study measures. The levels from Kember’s survey are mapped to the stages of
reflection in the structured reflection process.

Mapping to the stages of a
structured reflection process
Stage 1: Noticing
Stage 2: Understanding
Stage 3: Future actions

Measures adapted from
Kember [42]
Level 1: Habitual action (HA)*
Level 2: Understanding (U)†
Level 3: Reflection (R)
Level 4: Critical reflection (CR)

Other measures
Mindfulness
Physical activity awareness
1
Step count (weekly mean)

Pre study

Post study

3.16
3.60
3.54
3.60
Pre study
2.52
5.63
10,133

3.53
3.92
3.64
3.85
Post study
2.63
5.73
11,165

Significance against the pre-study measure: * p<0.05, † p<0.1,
1 - steps for a week before and after the study as our participants allowed us to stay connected to their Fitbit for an additional time.

The increase in Understanding level indicates an increase in users' analysis of the situation from different
perspectives, formulating explanations and observations about the reasons for the things noticed. This result
supports our interview findings and is a promising indicator of our overall approach given our study lasting
only two weeks. On the other hand, the increase in HA, is a bit harder to interpret. HA is defined as an
activity learned in the past that through frequent use becomes something performed habitually [26]. Some
prior work has suggested that an increase in HA represents the absence of reflection. We find this
interpretation to be unlikely, given that, when reading through participants’ reflection responses, we clearly
see responses that demonstrate higher levels of reflection.
One likely explanation for the increase in HA is that our system enabled a decoupling of the activity (here,
physical activity) from reflecting on the activity (here, taking place when engaging with the system). In the
wording of the questions, reflection co-occurred with the activity ("When I am working on some activities, I
can do them without thinking about what I am doing"). But since Reflection Companion did not interact with
users while they are performing physical activities, it is likely that the decoupling may have occurred and
participants responded higher to these HA questions when they used our system.

6.4 Analysis of the Interviews
6.4.1 Types of Reflection Triggered. The 19 interviews confirmed and expanded the results of the analysis
of user responses to the mini-dialogues in showing that the system was successful in triggering reflection on
past activity patterns, on possible future actions and on new, previously not considered aspects.
Increased Awareness: 10 of the interviewees reported that the system increased their awareness of past
physical activity. It specifically helped them realize how much they were recently doing and notice repeatable
patterns in their own physical activity: “It made me more aware that I am doing more steps when I'm at home
and on the weekends. It just made me much more aware of how little and how much I'm doing on certain days.”
(P8). 4 interviewees claimed the system helped them think about how they currently plan and allocate time to
their activities: “Got me to go back through my data and my calendar, and really stop and spend time thinking
about, ‘Okay, am I really prioritizing this or not?’” (P14). Also, 4 participants said it led to them thinking about
the relationship between activities, data, and the health outcomes: “It opened my eyes to a few things… how my
steps were affected by what sleep I had…and tracking my patterns on what days I did what.” (P10)
Alternatives and Future Actions: 8 interviewees said that interacting with the system led to reflection on the
actions they were currently taking to achieve their goals and made them critically re-evaluate these actions to
think about possible alternatives: “I definitely thought about whether I was doing as much as I could to be able to
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reach those goals. More about what were the barriers that were making it where I wasn't reaching those goals.”
(P13). The prompts also triggered thinking about planning possible strategies to achieve enough physical
activity based on what they have learned from the past: “Partially, it's about reflection, but it's more of planning
ahead, like what I should do and what I will do…by reflecting on the past behavior.” (P20). Such reflection was
for many participants a prerequisite for trying out new behaviors.
New Insights: 4 participants said interacting with the system led to reflection on aspects they had not
thought of before, such as considering possible alternative metrics: “It got me thinking about what other
interesting metrics are there? I had never really thought about what I track or pay attention to that carefully. I just
kind of use whatever the given dashboard is.” (P14). In other cases, it triggered critical thinking about how they
currently use the metrics that are tracked, and what they can learn from these metrics. The system also
introduced new ways to evaluate data by presenting them in a different timeframe (e.g., two weeks): “It was
my first time to see an overview of my weekly activity…I had never done it before. Thinking in a way of a week
cycle was interesting...Thinking of two weeks in parallel, is there any seasonality or any cycle.” (P20).
6.4.2 Benefits of Reflection. We found that reflection was beneficial in many ways: by increasing
motivation towards physical activity, introducing changes to participants’ actual behavior, increasing
mindfulness, and encouraging the formulation of more realistic strategies for increasing physical activity.
Increased Motivation: Many participants found the reflective dialogues to be motivating. 5 interviewees
reported that the mere presence of the prompting mechanism provided focus, kept them in check, and
consequently led to increased motivation: “They pushed me, in my opinion, they pushed me to start doing more.
And sometimes we need that little push.” (P3). In some cases, the daily presence of the dialogues created a sense
of accountability, which provided additional motivation: “They were a form of encouragement to me, because it's
like I knew that there was accountability on my part, that if I had a poor day that I had to explain why, reflect on
that on, what would I do the next day.” (P22). 8 interviewees reported that the dialogues helped them realize
their barriers, formulate clear action plans and define small, concrete and attainable steps for achieving their
goals. Interviewees considered these aspects to be motivating: “It was like ‘What little changes could I do?’ And
that was helpful 'cause like making the time for an hour workout every day seems daunting, but going for a walk
on my lunch is doable. Going for a walk after work is doable.” (P25).
Leading to New Behaviors: For many interviewees, engaging in reflection resulted in the adoption of new
behaviors. These behaviors were usually small changes to daily routines, such as parking further away from
office or parking meter to walk more, walking to a grocery store instead of taking a car, or using stairs instead
of an elevator: “I actually did little things to make myself more active during the day. The prompts got me like,
one day I'm talking about walking more during break, and so since then I've made a point to get out of the office
and walk during my lunch. Just doing little things." (P25). In some cases, the dialogues served as an additional
push on top of a request from a family member, e.g. a request from participant’s daughter to go for a walk or
an evening walk with wife in case of another participants. In some cases, the prompts also triggered a return
to past behaviors that have been abandoned: “It actually got me to get back into running, which is what I had
gotten out of for a little while so that was kind of nice.” (P24). In a number of cases, the mini-dialogues led to
behaviors that facilitate physical activity, such as wearing Fitbit more often, downloading an additional app
for tracking running progress or scheduling a class at the gym: “After I would get the message, if I hadn't
already scheduled class at the gym for that day, it would usually be a good reminder.” (P14)
Increased Mindfulness and Leading to More Realistic Plans: 6 of the interviewees said that the mini-dialogues
helped them better assess their progress and become more mindful of their own tendencies and inclinations: “I
realized something about myself that I like to work out…[by doing] another activity. For example, going to the
museum.” (P14). In many cases, this led to an increased understanding of factors that help participants meet
their goals, or barriers that prevent participants from reaching their goals: “I guess just becoming more aware of
the barriers to some of the stuff keeping me from my goals.” (P26). This helped interviewees realize the need for
specific and realistic actions to achieve their goals: “I think it helped me be more realistic. A lot of times where
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Table 4. Summary of the positive/negative aspects of the system design choices based on feedback from participants.
Aspects of mini-dialogue based
reflection guidance

Positive
aspects

Observations
/Challenges

Reflection frequency:
One dialogue a day

Aspects of
Personalization &
diversification

Two-step minidialogue structure

Typing and sending
responses

Extends thinking
time for reflection

Promotes deeper
thinking, seriousness,
and precision

One dialogue a day just
right: allows for
reflecting on continual
progress

Graph useful for
supporting response
closely tied to the
personal data

Encourages deeper
thinking and more
meaningful answers

Creates a sense of
commitment and
accountability

Enables devoting the
whole day for reflecting
on one aspect, which
was appreciated

Prompts useful for
bringing attention to
the data aspects not
considered before

Having two smaller
questions lowered the
reflection effort

Helps remembering,
serves as a mental
note

Useful as a momentary
trigger and check-in

Personal data promoted
engagement and
motivation

Some follow-up
questions felt generic
and computerized

Required additional
effort from the user

Aspects discussed
between dialogues are
sometimes repeated

Despite diversification
graphs and questions
felt similar

you're like ‘Oh I can do this in a month or something like that.’ But in reality, it's a lot tougher so it's nice to have
that reflection” (P24).
6.4.3 Impact of System Features. In this section we focus on exploring the impact of key elements of the
system: the two-step mini-dialogue structure, continuous reflection through daily conversations, the need for
typing and sending a response, and personalization using the activity graph of personal Fitbit data (Table 4).
Two-step Mini-Dialogue Format: Our dialogues were composed of an initial question and a follow-up
question, which were overall positively received by interviewees. They felt that the follow-up questions gave
them a chance to spend more time reflecting on the initial question, noting that one question was not enough
to engage in meaningful reflection: “t think if just one prompt might be too short for me to reflect on my activity.
I think I need at least like a minute or so experience to really think about how I feel and why I did it and things
like that.” (P20). Alternatively, some participants considered the initial question to be a warm-up to the followup question, which encouraged them to answer more truthfully: “I mean I think it caused me to answer more
truthfully, more honestly, or more alertly, so I couldn't just give a one-word answer or anything, I have to kind of
think about it a little bit more.” (P28).
Future work is still needed to help make the interaction more dynamic. While the follow-up questions were
generally well-received, a few interviewees did not consider the follow-ups to be sufficiently adaptive, which
caused the mini-dialogues to feel computerized: “I would write the response, and then get a generic response
back. It was like, "Are you serious?" It felt a waste of my time, writing a long text.” (P8).
Daily Prompting: All interviewees appreciated receiving one prompt per day. Specifically, 6 felt that having
a daily reflective dialogue enabled them to view and reflect on their continual progress: “Everyday, I am able to
see the progress. I am able to reflect on the previous day or the previous week.” (P3). Four participants also
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expressed that it helped them focus on a specific day, which lowered the cognitive load of reflection.
Furthermore, some participants reported that reflection persisted beyond the dialogue: “I almost got a whole
day thinking about one question, even after I'd already sent the responses out. Which then allowed me to build
upon what I was thinking about 'cause of repetition.” (P25). Finally, daily delivery served as a momentary trigger
(e.g., to put Fitbit on or to remind them to walk more). When asked about the frequency of prompts, one
participant said: “You don't want it to go too long in between, because then it starts to feel random. But if you
have something that's checking in on you once a day, then it's a way to just check in. It becomes part of the
routine.” (P32).
Typing and Sending Responses: 7 interviewees stated that writing the response to the reflective questions
felt like an additional reinforcement on top of simply thinking about the answer. It caused them to think
deeper and forced them to put their thoughts into words. This can act as a commitment device and create a
sense of accountability to self: “It gives you a little sense of accountability…When you take the effort to actually
put what you did down, you kind of reflect on your performance. You know if you’re lying to yourself or not.”
(P10). For 6 interviewees, the sense that someone (computer or person) was reading their responses led to
being more conscious about what they wrote and to a sense of accountability. This happened despite the
participants acknowledging that the ‘someone’ is a computer program: “It made me feel like I was being
accountable to somebody, even if it was just a computer program. So I liked that. It made me more motivated.”
(P23). Finally, as a record of exchanges was kept on participants phone, typed response also served as a
reminder or a note: “it's like when I write something down, you're able to remember it better. Because I was
consistently typing it on my phone or making a mental note of it, it was a good reminder.” (P24)
Reflection with Data: 11 interviewees expressed appreciation for the graphs included with the reflection
prompts and considered them crucial for awareness and revealing progress: “I think them being conjoined was
helpful. The graph and then asking me a specific question about that data. Then I really had something to tie my
answer to” (P27). Aside from helping users tie their response to the graph, the reflection dialogues helped focus
user attention on aspects of the graphs they have never considered before, even despite having access to the
same graphs in the Fitbit app: “Like some of the graphs that you guys have sent me… I hadn't really thought
about the patterns and so that has been useful for me to actually think about that more and I should probably
have different step goals for weekdays than I do for weekends.” (P23). In some cases the visual and personalized
nature of the graph was considered particularly engaging and provided additional motivation. Some
participants, however, reported the graphs to be redundant given that their Fitbit app already provides a
similar visualization.

7 LIMITATIONS
One limitation of our 2-week deployment is that it may have been too short to allow users the transition
through the full stages of the reflection process. Indeed, reflecting and eventually integrating the results of the
reflection into behavior can take a long time. Still, we were able to show that even during these two weeks, all
users’ reflection metrics have increased, albeit only an increase in habitual action and understanding - an
early stage of the reflection process - reached significance.
Another limitation is that some of the effects we observed might be attributed to novelty of the system.
While we can’t rule that out completely, with half of the participants continuing to use and engage with the
system beyond the 2-weeks, Reflection Companion’s potential for longer-term use seems likely.
The final limitation is the lack of a clear control group, as our baseline was the active use of Fitbit by all the
participants at least 2 weeks prior to the study. This opens up a possibility that perhaps a simpler setup, e.g.
just reminders, could have achieved similar effects to the ones we observed. However, the qualitative results,
with participants being able to point to specific conversational design aspects that were beneficial, gives
us confidence this is not the case.

8 DISCUSSION
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Quantified-self technologies can collect massive amounts of data about the user, yet it has been shown that
just having access to data is not tantamount to learning valuable information from it [27,38]. In this respect,
reflection has been identified as one of the key processes that can support such learning [27], which can be
applied in behavior change context [56,59], as well in other domains [6,44]. Unfortunately, most existing tools
assume that reflection would naturally occur when people visualize data or journal, which has shown not to
be the case [29]. In our work, we argue that a conversational approach, using what we refer to as “minidialogues” design, can be effective for eliciting reflection. Indeed, in our deployment, our system successfully
led to reflection at three levels: awareness, understanding, and new insights for the future. We show that such
reflection can help users become more motivated and can lead to defining action plans better aligned with
users’ long-term goals and actual abilities. Here we further discuss some of the aspects of our approach. We
also summarize the lessons learned and key design insights into Table 5.

8.1 Benefits and Drawbacks of Reflection on Physical Activity
In accordance with prior work [17], our workshops with active Fitbit users identified that reflection these
users engage in is often limited, with a current lack of proper tools support such reflection. Many reported
that, when reflecting, they focus predominantly on a day’s worth of data or reflect on a single event. They
reported a number of barriers that limit their engagement, from perceiving that reflection can be boring and
repetitive, to lacking engaging triggers to reflect on novel aspects of their data and activity. With our system,
we demonstrate that dynamic, daily triggers of reflection may be able to fill this gap. Here we discuss some of
the benefits and drawback of reflection in the context of physical activity we identified in our study.
One of the main benefits is that reflection helps increase awareness, mindfulness, and consideration of new
aspects. Much prior work has discussed the importance of reflection in behavior change [54], has suggested
that reflection can lead to greater awareness of underlying needs [53], has helped people understand their
motivations and focus on higher-level goals [14,76]. It can also help overcome decision biases and give
opportunities to better focus on the actions [61]. Reflection can further help people focus on long-term
consequences of their choice and make decisions that are more in line with their identities [3], which also
makes them more likely to tolerate short term discomfort [32]. In our work, this is supported both through
our interview data, as well as the increase in Understanding ratings pre and post study. On top of these
benefits we also found that diverse prompts can help people consider new perspectives and interpretations of
their personal activity data they thought they are already familiar with. Reflective prompts can serve as a
powerful tool for exploration.
We also found that reflection activities can serve as a prerequisite to better goal setting and more feasible
future actions. In alignment with prior work, indicating that reflection on physical activity goals prior to
setting such goals can lead to eventual increases in physical activity [53], we found that reflection serves as a
preparation for considering new goals and feasible future actions. At the same time, we confirmed indications
from prior work, that reflection is a slow process that requires time [37]. While most of our participants did
not revise their physical-activity goals during the study, many reported that the 2-week period was too short
to compel such a revision.
Further, we found that reflection provides a non-judgmental, neutral interaction. On one hand, the reflection
activities offer participants a break from the often judgmental and persuasive nudges built into behavior
change systems. This was especially appreciated by a number of participants concerned with their current
level of physical activity. However, for some others, a concern was that reflection activities are not necessarily
actionable. In the context of physical activity, many users expected more motivational and actionable support.
Reflection helped participants think about possible actions, but as P21 puts it “I didn't actually do it, but I
thought harder about it.”
Finally, we should note that reflection might potentially lead to discouraging revelations. During our
workshop sessions we found indications that looking at the data may lead to discouraging observations (e.g.,
noticing that one is not as active and feeling bad about it). We designed our dialogues to help guide users to
move on to next stage of reflection to avoid being stuck in negative thinking. Encouragingly, we did not
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notice any indications of our prompts having such negative effects during the study, but this still stays a
remote possibility.

8.2

Insights About Designing a Conversational Agent for Reflection

Through our study, we uncovered three key benefits of the conversational approach. One is that it has an
ability to actively shape the direction of user thinking. We found that the dialogues, through subsequent
prompts building-up on user response, have an ability to guide user thinking in a specific direction. In our
case, we wanted the users to progress along the stages of reflection process. In that respect, conversational
approach is well suited for supporting structured reflection, as advocated in [29]. We also found that having
conversational exchanges extends the time user spends reflecting. Another benefit is that everyday conversations
can help users learn over time. Through on going, every-day short conversations, we found that the
conversational approach helps users build up on what they have learned before. This is particularly valuable if
reflection is approached as an ongoing developmental process [36] for which conversational agent seems
particularly well suited. Last but not least, the conversational approach provides an engagement boost through
perceived accountability and commitment. The act of typing and committing to an answer brings benefits of
precision in expression, deeper thinking, and accountability. We found that participants through typing
responses would commit to self or to ‘someone’ reading them, even if they knew this ‘someone’ was a
computer program. This is consistent with the paradigm of computers as social actors we discussed in the
related work [64].
However, there are also drawbacks with using the conversational approach. One, doing so runs the risk of
building-up and disappointing user expectations. Conversation is a phenomenon naturally associated with
intelligence [67]. As automated conversational system is not truly intelligent, the illusion of intelligence is
easily broken sooner or later. If the conversational system triggers too high expectations of intelligence for the
user, it can easily lead to disappointment and eventual abandonment. Second, conversational interfaces are at
least currently harder to design for; more effort and resources are required. Crafting conversational interaction,
especially with an ability to adapt to user responses, is a much more elaborate design process, than sending
disconnected random prompts.
One key challenge with building a conversational system for reflection (or a conversational system in
general) is to generate a set of sufficiently diverse and topic-appropriate dialogues. This is especially
important for the purpose of continuous, everyday coach like interaction [11,12]. In this work, we used a
workshop-based approach, akin to participatory design to address this challenge. In general, we found this to
be an effective approach; different users had different data and goals, which helped generate a diverse set of
prompts for reflection. Using real data also helped ensure the prompts remain relevant and interesting to
potential users. While we believe this to be a valuable approach that can be adopted by designers the matter of
further extending the usefulness of the reflection dialogues for long-term use requires a dedicated discussion,
which we provide in the next section.

8.3

Extending the Long-Term use of Reflection Companion

Going forward, in order to make the dialogues even more engaging, especially for longer-term use, we discuss
a number of potential approaches such as diversification, tailoring, and memory & adaptation.
Diversification focuses on making the dialogues novel each time. It can be applied on syntactic (sentence
composition), semantic (topics), and dialogue structure level. Syntactic diversification is perhaps the easiest and
we already applied it to some extent (e.g., we used 12 different sentence-openers and 10 follow-up
introductions). One could relatively easily introduce new templates and mix them up each time to diversify
sentence composition. This is valuable, but limited [71]. A more elaborate approach is further diversification
on a semantic level, the level of topics, with additional workshops involving different user groups (e.g. novice
trackers) or different set of generation prompts. Also recent work on peoples’ insights from reflection on
quantified-self data can provide such new topics [18]. Finally, the organization of the dialogue itself can also
be diversified, e.g., some dialogues could feature 3 or 4 stages of exchange. Diversification, however, does not
build up on past exchanges or knowledge of user interests to make the conversation more engaging.
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Table 5. Summary of system design insights grouped by different elements of our conversational system.
Design for Natural Language
Understanding
Design
insights

Future
design
directions

Design for Everyday MiniDialogues

Design for Reflection on
Physical Activity

Generate as complete and
diverse training data as
possible: diverse training
examples and dialogue scoping
makes free-text user response
recognition feasible in practice.

Appearing “intelligent” is not
always the most important:
despite users quickly realizing they
interact with a computer system,
they still felt interaction to be
valuable and engaging.

Contextualize dialogues
around user personal data:
presenting personal data along
with dialogues helps
contextualize responses and
boost motivation.

Explicitly handle the unknown:
by explicitly training the intentclassifier to recognize “other”
intents, we were able to handle
such cases with proper design on
the dialogue level.

Design explicit fallback strategy
into the dialogues: providing
generic follow-up in failed
recognition cases allows avoiding
hard conversation breakdowns.

Generic prompts can still be
valuable: even providing a
broad, non-tailored follow-up
could lead to deep reflection as
users can make their own
interpretations.

Handle mixed-intent responses:
most “hard“ misrecognitions of
user replies were due to the
response incorporating aspects of
two known intents, e.g. “yes and
no”. Explicitly designing for such
intents can be helpful.

Consider timing of the exchanges:
chatbots usually respond to users
as soon as they process user
message, we suggest that it is
desirable to delay the exchange to
allow users to think, but also
handle potential follow-ups users
would occasionally send.

Users are willing to type
more in reflection context:
even for closed questions,
users are willing to share
more, usually starting with
e.g. yes/no and then
elaborating.

Identifying new intents on the
fly with crowdsourcing:
handling unknown intents
requires updates to the dialogue
structure, which might be
possible using crowdsourcing.

Consider history of user
responses: take into account what
user already shared and present
dialogues that are likely to elicit
different responses to avoid
repetition.

Transitioning from pure
reflection into motivating
action: users expected
reflection to also increase their
motivation and eventually lead
to actions.

Another approach involves personalization & tailoring. We used personalization by addressing user by
name, presenting graph of personal data, and weaving in user goals into selected mini-dialogues. The topics
introduced by the dialogues were, however, not tailored to user’s interests in any way. Tailoring could prompt
user to reflect on the topics of interest and inform diversification around such related topics. Schwartz’s 10
basic values, which represent universal motivational constructs, could be used [72]. One’s values can be
assessed with a survey [20] or based on language use [16]. In practice, user oriented towards achievement,
could receive additional dialogues triggering reflection on achievements, ambitions and capabilities. While
user oriented towards benevolence might be more interested in reflecting on how activity can be helpful to
others or how to enhance one’s spiritual life. Value based tailored diversification has been found effective [46].
Yet another option could be tailoring the dialogue structure itself, which has been explored for cultures [24].
Arguably most valuable for long-term, but also most technically challenging, would be to remember aspects
user shared and adapt the mini-dialogues. Currently user response to the initial prompt is classified and
“remembered” to decide on the follow-up to present. Unfortunately, no long-term memory or common ground
[21] is retained. This requires asking each time e.g. what is user barrier for a specific goal or activity, or having
to switch to a new topic to avoid repetition. Remembering such information from user past responses (e.g. a
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barrier of “not having a person to run with”), would enable reflecting on aspects of this particular and personal
information, e.g., “What could you do to try to find someone to run with?” or “Is not having someone to run with
still an issue for you?” This has obvious long-term benefits: it allows to deepen the reflection on relevant topics
over time, it communicates to the user that the shared information is appreciated, and it partially addresses
the issue of topics exhaustion as dialogues can also go in depth over time. The aspects worth remembering,
and bringing back to the user, could be selected based on domain knowledge. Personal data concepts to
remember could involve: external context of activity, identified trends, as well as outliers [18], and behavior
change concepts could be: social factors, motivators, barriers, past activities, and attitudes [2]. From a technical
perspective, of-the-shelf NLU systems such as LUIS we used, can extract custom trained entities from-free text.
Finally, the long time between subsequent mini-dialogues also permits the use of crowd-sourcing [23].

9 CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a conversational system based on mini-dialogues for supporting reflection on physical
activity. Our workshop results and deployment findings offer many important insights about reflections for
personal informatics and behavior change and how conversational interaction can be designed and used to
support the reflection process.
In future work, we plan to make our conversational approach more tailored and able to evolve over time to
support users’ increasing levels of reflective thinking. We are also considering improvements to our dialogue
generation process that may streamline and integrate it with the reflection system.
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